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After we read about Eden, we read about Havilah. Gen 2:11 The
name of the first is Pishon; it flows around the whole land of Havilah,
where there is gold. 12 The gold of that land is good; the bdellium and
the onyx stone are there.
The cultural dominion mandate is implemented on planet earth
through the marketplace anointing. Gold has value. Gold implies currency, commerce and trade. Before the civil government comes under
Noah, there is the market-place anointing. That should change our minds
about money. The Church can get caught up in greed or the other extreme
of poverty rather than stewardship. Bdellium is the reference in the book
of Numbers for manna. In other words, God is saying the cultural/
dominion mandate implemented on earth through the marketplace anointing will include supernatural provision like manna as well as the natural
provision of commerce. Most Christians (98%), are in the marketplace.
Only 2% of Christians are behind a podium in ministry.
Richard Niebuhr wrote a book on Christ in culture from a historical
approach. He deals with how the Church has interacted with culture.
Keep in mind our premise that the Kingdom of God always interacts with
culture, and the Kingdom of God view should guide the Church’s approach to culture. That is why it is critical that the Church have a Kingdom worldview and sees God’s perspective for all of life in all of its
spheres. The two basic attitudes I saw growing up in church were that
fundamental Christianity rejected culture and magnified Christ but liberal
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Christianity sort of ignored Christ with an anything-goes acceptance.
Three historic views Niebuhr listed were these: 1) The Roman Catholic
view is that the gospel is the completion of culture and is an example for
the culture. There is a measure of truth in that. 2) The Lutheran view emphasizes that the gospel creates tensions with culture, meaning the Church
and culture relate in a paradox, so Christians end up being citizens of two
kingdoms. That is God’s kingdom and the world’s kingdom, and God’s
kingdom says to declare the gospel to everybody and the world’s kingdom
says to keep the gospel inside the church walls. 3) The Reformed theology view promotes the transformation of culture in Christ because no reality is alien to the Kingdom of God. It all belongs to Him. All seven
mountains belong to Him. Culture-shapers and culture-makers are to be
informed by the Kingdom if they are going to reflect the culture God intended for the earth to enjoy and express. This third view was the view
that motivated Francis Schaffer in the early 1960's.
Our challenge is to engage culture in a profound way that would lead
to Christ without compromise. Through the first Adam, mankind and culture became “fallen.” Through the last Adam, Christ, mankind and the
culture became “risen.” The Kingdom of God is always breaking through.
The Kingdom is always coming, just as Jesus instructed us to pray, “Thy
Kingdom come.” When the authority of King Jesus is manifest, all other
authorities are to bow, even if they are civil governments. The Roman
empire and first century apostate Judaism crucified the Lord of glory.
Christ triumphed over both of them when He sat down at the right hand of
the Father. The beast and false prophet did their best, but the Lamb overcame both of them. In Matthew 11 and Luke 16, it says, "From the days
of John the Baptizer until now the Kingdom of God is preached . . . That
tells us the Kingdom of God was preached before John the Baptizer in the
Old Covenant. John stood as an heir of Daniel, Isaiah and all the patriarchs who declared God’s Kingdom. He stood as a culmination of the
Old Covenant having come to revelation that the Kingdom is at hand as
Jesus said. Jesus said the Kingdom allows spiritual violence, and the violent take it by force. People can forcibly enter if need be and not lay back
in passivity or apathy when they hear the Kingdom is coming and it is at
hand and it has come. We do not earn salvation by our efforts, it is a gift,
but we have to press in to see God’s purpose in the earth and heaven’s
culture reproduced on the planet. In the spirit, the Church has to get used
to some violence, not physical, but spiritual violence against all the forces
arrayed against the progression and advancement and expansion of God’s
Kingdom in all the earth. His Kingdom is coming and keeps on coming,
pressing in toward us wanting a response.
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Isa 2:2 - Now it will come about that In the last days The mountain of
the house of the LORD Will be exalted above all the mountains, And will
be raised above the hills; And all the nations will stream to it.
(The mountain stands for Kingdom and the Church sits on the foundation of the Kingdom. You cannot force a mountain into a house. The
Church is not the Kingdom but it has the keys to the Kingdom.)
Isa 2:3 - And many peoples will come and say, "Come, let us go up to
the mountain of the LORD, To the house of the God of Jacob; That He
may teach us concerning His ways And that we may walk in His paths."
For the law will go forth from Zion And the word of the LORD from Jerusalem. 4 And He will judge between the nations, And will render decisions for many peoples; And they will hammer their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks. Nation will not lift up sword
against nation, And never again will they learn war.
The nations will stream up and learn justice more and war less. The
marketplace will learn that Kingdom economics can overcome international wars. If you travel the world you find out war is about the economy. If people don’t have what they need, war breaks out.
The enthroned Christ will accomplish His mission to disciple and
transform the nations. We align with Him and disciple and transform nations through: 1) intercession, 2) service and meeting felt needs of society,
3) training the Body of Christ in biblical worldview, 4) godly influence
and presence in the seven mountains, 5) convergence of spiritual, govermental and marketplace people and teams, 6) fathering and discipling the
next generations, 7) focusing our efforts locally and regionally as well as
the world, 8) a spiritual awakening and reformation of the Church. The
culture of heaven once seen, expressed and enjoyed in Eden is returning to
the earth, not in its final perfection this side of the resurrection, but maturing to edge of the day when Christ returns, maturing as reads Ephesians
4:13 “unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ”.
I think the Great Commission should settle all bulging-eye controversy about eschatology since we are to pursue the mission and mandate
of God and disciple the nations as the Kingdomized Church until the end.
(Jim Hodges is the founder of the Federation of Ministers and Churches International, a
relational, apostolic network of ministers, apostolic teams and local churches across the
nation. Having ministered in over 40 nations, Apostle Hodges serves the Body of Christ
internationally as a teaching apostle with a passion to see the Body of Christ fully established. Apostle Jim Hodges’ new book WHAT IN THE WORLD IS THE CHURCH TO DO?
This book and other materials may be found at his website: fmci.org or by calling the office
972-283-2262.)
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While we cannot fathom how many voices have come before God
praying, “Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as in heaven,”
neither can we doubt the faithfulness of our Father to answer that prayer.
The continual incoming and continually increasing government of God is
a force in the earth that cannot be measured or predicted or controlled by
the plans of men. Men cannot pre-guess the effects and changes the government of God brings to any day or decade, and neither can mankind dismiss or ignore Kingdom effects. There are definite patterns of evil in the
earth that are recorded in history, and this often causes people to believe
that history repeating itself is an unchangeable absolute, but that is not
the case. That thinking can lead to hopelessness and hinder our participation in bringing change if we allow it, but the truth is that cycles and patterns are not all-powerful or unbeatable dictators of the future.
I can’t help but think that there has to be a greater degree of the will
of God activated in this current generation than any previous just because
the Kingdom is ever-increasing (Isa. 9:7). An increase in the intensity and
extremes of evil do not change that truth, in fact they testify to darkness
getting more obvious because of the Light. When we consider the hugeness of matters such as the Kingdom coming and God’s will being done in
the earth and the ever unstoppable, increasing government of God, we
may be tempted to step back and think that all sounds out of reach for little ole me. Yet, if a tiny glimpse of what God wants to do in the life of a
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cashier in Walmart or a piece of understanding concerning God’s will
about the President of the United States brings me to a prayer of agreement, that moment is a touch-point between heaven and earth. In that Divine intersection, a God deposit can manifest in the earth. That is quite
literally the Kingdom coming. Every God change that judges the agendas
of evil or alters the agendas of ignorance in the earth is God answering the
prayer He told us to pray, “Thy Kingdom come.” So, we dare not consider “our tiny part” insignificant or of no consequence. God’s will being
done in earth is not about our significance anyway, it is about our obedience. We act upon the glimpse we have and Jer.11 (MSG) tells us that
obedience seals the deal. Whatever God puts in motion, our part is obedience that completes His intent and gets the God-result in history. We can
pray and proclaim and follow through from the piece we have even if we
have no awareness of its ultimate significance or ripple effect.
I watched my daughter Melissa get set up for such an obedience recently. Every state had received a call to have an intercessory group go to
their capitol and begin a Tent America worship and prayer vigil on the
same day. The focus was God’s will for both the state and the nation. The
coordinator for Texas planned to start the project with worship. Worship,
like Judah, was going first because worship absorbs our focus in who God
is and who is God. Starting from that focus is essential if we are to get to
God results. Worship is a priority in life’s warfare because it sets our footing for battle which is the truth of who He is and what He has designed
and desired. To prevail over contradictions and dispel darkness, we must
start from Light and Truth, if God be . . . then who or what can be
against? Worship is a commitment to truth, starting the way we mean to
go and declaring whose outcome we mean to agree with in earth as in
heaven.
Melissa and the Grace Worship Team had been asked to start the
worship in this Awaken the Dawn project in Texas. Anticipation had
been building in me for three weeks that this assignment would be part of
a God intersection in history at our capitol. I was confident there would
be a sound released that pierced through opposition and spiritual darkness
and interference. I had seen a sound piercing through the heavens to open
a portal, an access for God’s desire as it is in heaven into the earth, an
opening for a God-flow into the politics of our state and nation. From the
first sound, God’s presence and anointing was infusing the atmosphere
around the governmental heart of our state. As we entered the iron gate
we heard the sound, and friends coming down Congress Avenue by car
heard the sound of Melissa’s voice declaring, “We set our hope on the
One who is the EVERLASTING GOD.” I stood in awe that that particu-
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lar proclamation echoed over the grounds of the state capitol of Texas in
2018.
When I reached the sidewalk in front of the capitol, I was aware
that angelic forces were at work ushering in changes in circumstances and
filling the capitol building with light that would penetrate its recesses and
resources. A breeze literally swept across us signaling the winds of
change were arriving that would leave no sabotaging evil untouched. I
perceived the Spirit of God was interrupting the pace of men and their
agendas whether those agendas were public or private.
Standing on the steps of the capitol in the place where inaugurations
are held, the team sang, “I will remain confident in this, we will see the
goodness of the LORD.” We were there to witness an inauguration, a
startup of a new era that opened our government and politics and moral
and legal standards to the goodness and purposes of God. Suddenly,
Melissa turned and pointed at the capitol building and prophesied in song,
“You will not abort this time . . .” The stirring within Melissa to prophesy
those specific words to the legal and political heart of Texas were not random or coincidence. While the prophecy was a general directive from the
Lord for our government to not abort the will and purposes of God, it was
also a specific directive to reverse legal history. The worship team had
been unknowingly set-up for this timely obedience that was in no way
premeditated on their part. Melissa had no awareness of the famous abortion case of Roe vs. Wade having its roots in Texas. Nevertheless, her
obedience was the appointment of God to release agreement with heaven
to uproot and change its fruit. The little “piece” she got and released was
a part of a much bigger matter than they knew in both the state and the
nation.
Whether the government of God alters the direction and details of history through a world-shaking miracle or incrementally, our lives and obedience are meant to be instrumental in this ever increasing Kingdom.

GET YOUR CALENDAR OUT! * * * NO FEE!
EVENT COMING UP YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS!
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God made covenant with mankind (male and female). He set things
in order and He rules through covenant. In this covenant, he gave man
commands for obedience and penalties for disobedience. If you obey,
there is great grace for you, but in disobedience there is penalty. God’s
order encompasses all of life. Christians are covenant people and disciples of Christ who learn how to live their lives in the order of God. The
heart of God’s order for us starts with governing our own personal life.
When Adam and Eve lost self-government, all God’s created order was
subverted. If a Christian has no self-government, he cannot bring order to
his family, he cannot bring order to the Church and he cannot bring order
to life beyond himself in the community and civil government. Until men
learn God’s order in their own lives, our civil government cannot be
straightened out. Being a Christian with self-government is crucial to affecting civil government. Self-government is protection against becoming
part of the corruption while we are participating as God intended for us to
do.
God had stewarding the earth in mind when He made covenant with
Israel. Israel made the mistake of thinking covenant was only about them.
God’s vision has always been the world. He did not choose Israel just to
be a special people unto themselves. He chose them so that He could affect this earth. We are to love God with all our heart, mind and strength
and to love others as ourselves. When God brings me into covenant, He
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has something bigger than just me in mind. He has all my sphere of influence in mind and intends to reach all of the circle that He put me in. God
wanted all the nations around Israel but Israel mistakenly thought it was
all about them. That is a limited worldview. It was never just about ethnic Israel. It was always about this earth. Every person that lived by faith
according to Hebrews 11 understood that God wanted the whole earth.
Exodus 34:10—Then God said, "Behold, I am going to make a covenant. Before all your people I will perform miracles which have not been
produced in all the earth nor among any of the nations; and all the people
among whom you live will see the working of the LORD, for it is a fearful
thing that I am going to perform with you. Israel was to be His light to the
world so nations would come to know their God. Some people think God
wants to do miracles in the Church just for the sake of miracles and they
try to get God to fix things with miracles while they live as they choose to
live. A wife or husband wanting a miracle in their spouse just so they will
stop making trouble is self-centered rather than a motive to glorify God in
the earth so that every one in reach sees Him. Wanting healing just to be
without pain while we watch TV is not the same as wanting health that
glorifies God. God had the earth in mind when He did miracles in Israel
and He still does. Jos 4:21—He said to the sons of Israel, "When your
children ask their fathers in time to come, saying, 'What are these stones?'
22 then you shall inform your children, saying, 'Israel crossed this Jordan on dry ground.' 23 "For the LORD your God dried up the waters of
the Jordan before you until you had crossed, just as the LORD your God
had done to the Red Sea, which He dried up before us until we had
crossed; 24 that all the peoples of the earth may know that the hand of
the LORD is mighty, so that you may fear the LORD your God forever."
All of life did not revolve around Israel and that was not God’s order or
plan. God’s love for the world went beyond Israel to the people in Egypt,
in Africa and in all the nations. He performed the miracle for Israel at the
Jordan so that all the peoples of the earth may know that the hand of the
LORD is mighty and fear the LORD God forever. We receive miracles so
God will be known among us and people will be drawn to Him and His
Kingdom.
David understood that killing the giant was not just about Israel or
Goliath. 1Sa 17:45—Then David said to the Philistine, "You come to me
with a sword, a spear, and a javelin, but I come to you in the name of the
LORD of hosts, the God of the armies of Israel, whom you have taunted.
46 "This day the LORD will deliver you up into my hands, and I will
strike you down and remove your head from you. And I will give the dead
bodies of the army of the Philistines this day to the birds of the sky and the
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wild beasts of the earth, that all the earth may know that there is a God
in Israel. When Solomon built the temple he understood it was not just
about Israel. It was about all the earth. 1Ki 8:41—"Also concerning the
foreigner who is not of Your people Israel, when he comes from a far
country for Your name's sake 42 (for they will hear of Your great name
and Your mighty hand, and of Your outstretched arm); when he comes
and prays toward this house, 43 hear in heaven Your dwelling place, and
do according to all for which the foreigner calls to You, in order that all
the peoples of the earth may know Your name, to fear You, as do Your
people Israel, and that they may know that this house which I have built
is called by Your name.
Just as Israel was about God and His covenant, the Church is about God and
His covenant. Today we are the temple of God. God wants His presence in the
earth, not back in a temple in Israel again. He is not going back to a natural people because He has His Church, His chosen people to be salt and light so that all
the people of the earth can know He is God. We are redeemed and in covenant
with Him. God’s order even redeems land and removes the curse that all the
earth may know there is a God that keeps covenant and will do exceedingly
above all we ask or think. His redemption and blessing reaches every part of life,
marriage, family, education, health, government and our businesses that prosper
to demonstrate dominion and give glory to God.
Of course, there is opposition to our covenant God and His created order in
the earth. Evil men continue to rise and fall through history. There are evil men,
God-haters in the earth today, in America and in civil government. They want
human rights instead of being stewards of what God has entrusted to man. 2Tim
3 tells us that God said He would take care of them, 3:9 But they will not make
further progress; for their folly will be obvious to all. In Psalm 37, we see a principle: as God-haters arise, God will dis-establish them and establish the righteous. As evil people rise up, God always disinherits covenant breakers and establishes covenant keepers. In the days of Noah, He removed the covenant breakers
and established the righteous. Daniel outlived King Nebuchadnazzar, King Belshazzar and King Darius as they were disinherited and he was established in
righteousness. In the days of Jesus, God disinherited the covenant breakers and
established the covenant people. There will always be evil men rise up against
God and His covenant people, but Psalm 37 reminds us why we don’t have to get
up tight and stressed over evil men. And the bottom line is that our faithful King
is on His throne and He is in charge. Since we know that is true, to believe everything will get worse and worse is perverted thinking. Instead, we can stand in
calm trust and peace as His Kingdom ever increases and His covenant is unshaken.
(This article was taken from a teaching given by Simon Purvis. He is the lead teacher at the Word of
Life Teaching Center in Luflin,TX. Teaching is at 10:00am each Sunday. To contact him about
speaking engagements or to purchase his 160 page study manual on the Kingdom of God, call
Word of Life Teaching Center at 936-639-2000; Email: wol-luf@consolidated.net)
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In our culture today, we experience a consistent psychological diet of
individual and group trauma. I opened a news app on my cell phone this
week only to see the leading headline of a father who shot and killed his
two teenaged children and then himself in a murder-suicide. Last week,
the stories were about road rage shootings, kidnapping and murder, abduction of children for the purpose of sex trafficking, and more news of
the evilest kind. With each new story, I find myself paradoxically becoming more desensitized to the disintegration of our society and more anxious about the future of my children and grandchildren.
Add to this, the rigors of life that we all face in the natural realm.
There are responsibilities of family and business. There are the concerns
about the future of our children. There may be health issues, or financial
issues, or relational issues, or addiction issues, and more. As Spirit-filled
followers of Jesus, there is even the stress that we are not supposed to be
stressed out since we are expected to rise above these life-challenges
through our strong faith and trust in Jesus.
The truth of the matter is, we are all exposed and affected by stress
and anxieties each day of our lives, and each of us is affected at some
level by these traumas to the soul. Being in covenant union with the Father through Christ does not exempt us from trauma to the human soul.
We each have our limitations in our capacity to deal with the disturbances
and traumas of the soul that are exploited by the enemy to strike fear and
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torment.
One of my favorite passages of scripture regarding this topic is in 1
John 4:18. In this verse, the Apostle John makes an important comparison
between fear and love. The context of the two is addressing the confidence we have in Christ on the Day of Judgment. Because of our personal
covenant with the Father through Jesus, we have nothing to fear of eternal
judgment since we will be judged blameless for our sin and welcomed
into the eternal reality of salvation.
The term fear (Gk: phobos) speaks of alarm, fright, and being terrorized. It comes from a root word meaning to be put in fear. It speaks of
mental torments that arise from the traumas and consistent stressors of
life. Simply put, the trauma, anxieties, and persistent stressors of life itself lend themselves to terrorize and strike fear into our souls and derail
our peace. Love on the other hand is the affectionate, abiding, benevolent
love (Gk: agape) that is solely found in the heart of the Father and expressed through His Son Jesus to us. John tells us that this perfect love,
the very foundation of our faith and Christian life, has all authority and
power in heaven and earth to completely remove this terrorizing fear from
us.
I have found in years of pastoral ministry that Christians are very reluctant to admit they have anxieties and fears that are oftentimes overwhelming. To admit something like that is unacceptable since believers
are not supposed to have these things happen to them. To speak of them
is to admit weakness of faith and risk rejection or demeaning from pastoral leaders who might think less of them because of their “weakness”.
The challenge of this is that many in our body are living with mental torments and not receiving help because there is no safe place for them to
process their fears.
Elijah was an amazing prophet who boldly confronted and slew the
prophets of Baal on Mount Carmel. He called down both fire from
heaven to consume the altar sacrifice and rain from heaven to end a threeand one-half-year drought. Yet, one word of intimidation from Jezebel
put him to flight for his life. He was so terrified and distraught that death
became a welcome friend. He ran for more than forty days to the mountain of the Lord. Why? Because the mountain of the Lord was the SAFE
PLACE.
While in the safe place on Mount Horeb, the Lord appeared in several
manifestations. First, He appeared in the strong wind that broke the rocks
into pieces, then in the earthquake that shook the earth. Following the
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earthquake, He manifested His presence in the fire. But the scriptures tell
us that the Lord was not in any of those powerful manifestations. Finally,
the sound of a gentle wind filled the cave where Elijah was abiding, and
the Lord was in the gentle breeze. He summoned Elijah to stand before
Him, and as he did, the Lord did NOT rebuke or condemn him a failure or
weakling. Elijah confessed his fear and the Lord reset his life course.
It is in the SAFE PLACE where we can express the deepest parts of
our fears, stresses and anxieties without being condemned or judged spiritually unfit or useless in the Father’s kingdom. It is the place where we
can be brutally honest with ourselves and the Father. It is the place where
we can scream, wail, pound our fists on the floor or express our stress,
fear or torments in other ways and be SAFE. It is the place where we
know that love will prevail, and the fear from mental torments and the
dread of uncertainty will be defeated by the power and authority of Father’s love.
There is no weakness in addressing and being brutally honest with the
Father about our mental torments. The weakness is in convincing ourselves that we are above such things and have no need to address them.
The love of our Father is ever-available and ever-ready to cast out of our
souls the torments from our trauma, stress and anxieties of life. He is so
ready to hear your cries and intervene to redeem and restore your soul
from these exploited devices of the enemy to rob, steal from and kill you.
Run to the SAFE PLACE!
We have come into an intimate experience with God’s love, and we trust
in the love He has for us. God is love! Those who are living in love are
living in God, and God lives through them. (1 John 4:16 The Passion
Translation)
(Larry and Kathy Burden are the founders of KingdomLife in Frisco,TX. Larry’s latest book
is titled The Orphan Heart and has impacted many lives. A number of churches have used
the book as a study guide for weekly classes. He is also the author of Kingdom Life—
Finding Life Beyond Church. In that book you will discover why current church models are
failing in America, why your church experience often leaves you empty inside, the true
freedom and blessing that is found in the kingdom of God. Contact info:
www.kingdomlife.org)
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Even on earth there were spiritual protocols that followed when
Moses and Elijah appeared—”in glory” - “from glory” - “to Christ who
became glorified.” Reading the account of Luke 9:29-30, notice the two
did not appear until He (Jesus) was glorified and then it says, “There
talked with Him two men, Moses and Elijah…(vs. 31) who appeared in
glory.” Almost simultaneously this occurred. Notice Peter and the other
two were heavy with sleep and when they awakened, they saw His glory
and the two men.
Let’s examine for a moment this strange yet one-of-a-kind biblical
event in Luke Chapter Nine. Jesus was perfect. He had laid aside His
glory before He came to the world to be made flesh/human. Until the moment of the TRANSFIGURATION, Jesus had operated under the anointing of the Holy Spirit, but through this manifestation He showed three
disciples the glory that was available to them. Quoting Christ’s prayer to
the Father in John 17:22 NIV, “I have given them the glory that you gave
me—so that they may be brought to complete unity.” John 17:8 Jesus
says, “And now Father, glorify me in your presence with the glory I had
with you before the world began.” Paul says that Christ took on the form
of a SERVANT and then here on the Mount of Transfiguration, THE
SERVANT TAKES ON THE FORM OF DIETY, revealing His glory.
Peter, James and John had only known Him up till now in a human
body. In His glorified form, they saw a preview of our Lord‘s coming
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eternal glorification. How do we know this? John 1:14, “We have seen
His glory, the glory of the one and only Son. Now watch this, Peter
chimes in, in 2 Peter 1:16-18, “But we were EYEWITNESSES of His majesty and we ourselves heard this voice that came from heaven WHEN WE
WERE ON THE SACRED MOUNTAIN.” This was a very specific time
and experience. For Christ to plan for this to be seen of these three was
not insignificant. Only in the presence or glory of God do people
“KNOW EVEN AS THEY ARE KNOWN.” (1 Cor. 13:12) Otherwise how
would the disciples know that the two figures standing there with Jesus
were Moses and Elijah? In the presence or Glory of God, revelation is
released, information comes in a different nature. Mark’s account refers
to chapter 9:7 in the word “overshadowed” (the cloud) as in the Greek
word “Episkiazo:” to invest with preternatural influence as beyond what
is normal or natural, that which appears outside the natural leaning toward the miraculous. To violate the Laws of Nature—there is nothing
natural about a Glory Cloud or to hear God’s voice or to see two men
from Heaven and KNOW, have supernatural knowledge of who they are!
My encouragement to the Saints of God is to seek His presence—seek
His Glory, for out of it we gain revelation - increased knowledge and wisdom. I believe this is true referring to the five-fold. It is absolutely necessary because human knowledge and understanding will not suffice. We
must have a revelation of Him and from Him and it comes in His presence. Those three disciples had no 8 x 10 photos of those two guys from
glory, but they immediately KNEW THEM. Our measure of faith will be
determined by the degree of revelation we have. When His glory comes,
it’s great to bask in, but it’s given for a transformation that allows us to
minister in remarkable ways! More things can be accomplished in His
glory in one minute than we can accomplish in ministry in five years. The
glory gets us there faster. Being in the glory is in the NOW. IT IS a current unfolding for us now, real time, for a fresh manna word.
I agree with Bro. Peter. At least he said, “It is good that we are here.”
Praise God! Their vision, their comprehension was crystal clear and when
the Father spoke out of the cloud saying ”Hear Him”, it is obvious that
their hearing was also clear. Moses and Elijah spoke to Jesus in this glory
about His exodus, i.e., His death, but death would not, could not destroy
the eventual glory that was to follow. That information might also indicate for us as well as Jesus, that we might face death in the days ahead,
but death in the Father's service is the way to glory. Even Jacob said on
one occasion “The Lord was in this place and I knew it not!” How many
of our churches empty out on Sunday and parrot the same message, “I
never noticed His presence”? I sense that Peter, James and John were not
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“fill-in’s” to accompany Jesus up that mountain. Those three were VERY
LOVED by Him and we might say they were always in close proximity to
Him, and that carries a lot of weight. God will reveal His presence and
glory and revelation to those who are in close proximity to Him. In National Security terms, they were “read in on a NEED-TO-KNOW basis”.
(Someone is told the facts they need to know at the time they need to
know it.) This describes the restriction of data which is considered very
sensitive and Jesus decided they needed to know it at this time.
When the someone you know and love, loves you and decides to include you “in the glory that I had with my Father,” now that’s special. It
is important that we notice two more things. (1) Speaking about Peter in
particular, Christ who invited him, knew Peter would denounce Him—
OUCH! But Christ saw past his human failures and saw someone He
loved dearly enough to give him, show him, include him in true revelation. Sometimes our future shows up later in life, but it will manifest because He’s interceding for us. (2) How many of us come out of the presence and glory of God and, one or two weeks later, the account is just a
foot-note in our journals?
The definition of transfigured is in essence “to be made more beautiful.” 2 Cor.3:17b-18 MSG—“And when God is personally present, a living Spirit, that old, constricting legislation is recognized as obsolete.
We’re free of it! All of us! Nothing between us and God, our faces shining
with the brightness of his face. And so we are transfigured much like the
Messiah, our lives gradually becoming brighter and more beautiful as
God enters our lives and we become like him.” Is this not a picture of
going from glory to glory? Becoming more beautiful, like Him—in the
glory—we are shown more and more, but also for a reason, to allow His
glory to shine through us. I think a sign of those who labor among us is
their “freshness of revelation”. The Holy Spirit has come to show us
things to come, revealing future events and information for our lives and
others. The word “transformed” occurs in “continuous present” indicating we are moving from glory to glory. Revelation transforms people!
But we have to obey the revelation, the new-now information. If we can
be transformed, we can transition.
(Lynn Burling pastors Christian Faith Church in Bellville, TX. He is Texas Bishop for the
Association of Evangelical Gospel Assemblies and President of From The Heart Ministries. His teaching CDs are available at CFC Church phone: 979-865-5464. Kathy and I
have enjoyed staying at their lovely bed and breakfast: www.somewhereintimebb.com.
Lynn & Linda are gracious hosts.)
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For some time now I’ve enjoyed a show called Forged in Fire. It’s a
program where bladesmiths from all over the world will compete with
each other to create an edged weapon in about 6 hours. The contestants
come from all walks of life and with differing degrees of experience. Some have been forging for 30 years while others have been making knives for just a few years, but all are welcome to put their skills to
the test and display they’re abilities. It is amazing watching these artisans
take a piece of raw metal then turn it into something useful, beautiful, and
deadly. As I watched the show, I began to see how the process of these
bladesmiths connects with our walk with Christ. These are some of my
observations.
The Material
In each episode different material is used. Sometimes the contestants
choose a material and other times it is provided for them. Sometimes it is
pristine new high carbon cutlery steel and other times it is recycled old
construction equipment and tools. Sometimes its shaped in a nice billet
and other times you have to put bits and pieces of steel in a canister until
it melts and you forge it into one piece. The type of material will determine what kind of knife they will make and how strong it can be. If it
doesn’t have high carbon content, it can’t keep a sharp edge, so they will
have to add different steel to hold a razor sharp edge. Whatever the mate-
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rial is that you’re going to work with, the process is still the same. It will
have to go in the fire and receive the hammer blows to form it into something useful.
When we deal with people in our walk with Christ, we come in contact with all types. Some are full blown heathen and others are not far
from the Kingdom. Some have no clue about Jesus or why He matters,
while others have bits and pieces of Kingdom in them that they have
picked up over the years. We don’t always get pristine material to work
with. Many times the material has to be repurposed for a new assignment
and that is where we find the beauty of what the Holy Spirit is able to
do. He can take an old, worn out, rusty piece of scrap metal, reforge and
hammer it into a brand new thing that has great use in the Kingdom of
God. So when you look around you, see the potential in men and women
of what they can be and not just what they are right now.
The Design
Each bladesmith is given time to create a design. They get to design
and make their “signature” blade. Knowing the material they are going to
use and the tests that they will go through, they choose a style of knife
that fits both the parameters and purpose of their knife. “We are fearfully
and wonderfully made” Ps 139:14 tells us. The design, thought process,
and signature of the Master is upon us. What we might think are quirky
or irritating idiosyncratic traits in us may be part of the grand design that
Jesus gave us when He purposed us before the foundations of the
earth. Jer. 29:11 encourages us and ensures our hearts that the seeming
randomness of life around us has to get in line with the divine purpose
that has been stamped on us. Know that you haven’t just been thrown in
the fire, there is a great design and utility that will come when the work is
done.
The Fire
The definition of forging is to make or shape by using fire and by
beating or hammering it. The furnaces used in forging can go up to 2000
degrees. Believe it or not, if the furnace is too hot or you heat the blade
too many times, you can actually burn the steel making it brittle. The heat
must be high enough to move the metal without melting the metal. The
art of forging is to use fire to make the metal formable so that it will move
with the blows of the hammer. We know that our God is like a “Refiner’s
fire” (Mal. 3:2) and that He will baptize us with the Holy Ghost and with
fire (Matt. 3:11). Fire is an essential part of the formation process. Without fire, you cannot hammer metal without fracturing and breaking
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it. There would be no way to form us into the purposeful design that
Christ sees in us without the heat in our life. Without fire, we would go
through life with all the potential of greatness, but no mechanism or process to achieve it. We can take comfort in knowing that fire is part of
God’s plan. The fire of the Holy Ghost or the fire of life both make us
soft and pliable. He never leaves us or forsakes us (Heb. 13:5). He will
not let us be tempted beyond what we can bear (1Cor. 10:13). The fires of
life are the catalyst to our coming into our synergistic purpose. Let’s not
fight the fire. Let’s allow God to use it to form Christ in us.
The Hammer
Once the metal is heated to white-hot, it is removed and the beating
commences and continues until the metal is too cool to hammer without
cracking, at which point it is thrust again into the furnace for heating. These master bladesmiths use the hammer to shape and form this raw
piece of metal into its rough form. From the body to the handle to the tip,
the use of the hammer is there to “draw out” its form. How much pressure, where to strike, how many times, and for how long are all in the
mind of the bladesmith. It is in his mind’s eye that he can see what it
shall be from what it is now. The heat of adversity combined with the
hammer blows of life are both used of God to refine His creation. We are
His workmanship Eph 2:10 tells us, and the Master is ever seeing the finer
details of what we need to be productive and to accomplish His dream for
us.
The Quench
This by far is the most important aspect of the process. This is when
the blade is heated up to a high enough degree that it begins to change its
natural characteristic of magnetism. Once the steel is heated to where it is
no longer magnetic, it is thrust into a cooling element which hardens the
edge of the blade. Oil is the preferred medium for quenching. Oil is
warmer and its consistency allows the metal to properly harden without
becoming brittle or cracking. If a knife is pulled out of the oil too quickly,
the oil vapors around the knife can ignite and cause a large flame, this is
called “fighting the dragon”. So, keeping your blade in the oil long
enough to cool down and take on its new hard nature is essential to move
on to the next process. Once it’s cooled down, a file is run down the edge
of the blade. If it skates on the edge, not catching anything, it has properly hardened. If the edge catches the file, then the quench was not successful. It is amazing to me to see people going through the process of the
fire and the hammer over and over again in never-ending process of adversity and forming, then suddenly, they are thrust into the anointing and
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they have become something totally different.
When we submit ourselves to the process of purpose and endure by
the power of the Holy Ghost, one day we think we’re about to get the fire
and the hammer again but then we are thrust into the anointing which
changes us forever; so then even the files of offense skate right off of us
where the law of love makes us unoffendable (Ps.119:165). Remember,
people think that character is tested when their gift comes in contact with
the anointing. It is not. Character is tested when your gift comes in contact with authority. That is the real test of sharpness. We should each ask
ourselves, “Can I allow the file of oversight and correction to skate on me
or does it get hung up on offense? You decide.
The Handle
Once the blade has gone through all the forging process, then comes
the handle. This is where a number of materials from natural or synthetic
ropes, horns, antlers, woods or just about any material can be used to create a handle. The handle needs to not only look good, but must be able to
take the vibrations that connect it to the blade that will undoubtedly come down
the tang (projecting shank which the handle attaches to). So, the material must
match the type of use and endure the abuse that will come with it. This is where
character must take precedence over gifting. Gifting is the first thing people see
and many times the first impression anyone gets of a person. But character is the
lasting quality that will allow a person to flourish in their purpose. Many times a
person’s gifting takes them to a place that their character can’t keep them. The
handle must be shaped so that the edge of the blade can be easily indexed (moved
against material to make a cut) and won’t slip out of the hand. Looks may be the
first thing you see, but when you use it, can it comfortably function in the hand of
the master, or is it always slipping, twisting, or falling out?
The Test
Finally, the completed knife is put to the test. Here is where the metal meets
the road. Can it chop, cut, slice, bend, flex and keep its shape? Is it strong
enough that when it is bent that it always returns to “true” straight. When you
chop with it, will it maintain an edge on it or will it roll, break, or lose its sharpness? Once we have completed a process, now we have to go to work. Being
used everyday in the menial things of our calling and still being able to keep the
sharpness of purpose is vital to our coming into fulfillment and the John 10:10
life. So wherever you are in the process, hang in there. Know that our faithful
God is skillfully forging His signature into your life. Just know that once the
process is over, the real fun happens..... Kingdom Purpose.
(Joe Bogue is senior pastor at Grace International Church in Willis,TX. He is a pastor, teacher, counselor and spiritual father. He has written a manual for parents and teens on courtship and marriage.
He has also headed up missions trips and annual EYC Youth Camp. His email is: pastorjoe@graceic.org * Website: www.graceic.org * Services at Grace are livestreamed each week. Just
go to website and click on the Grace TV Tab on the right side of the home page.)
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Let's break it down. The Prophetic lifestyle (spiritually minded) is
based on realizing there is more going on than meets the eye. There is an
unseen realm always present and in action in the midst of the seen
realm. For ever since the creation of the world His invisible attributes,
His eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly seen, being understood through His workmanship [all His creation, the wonderful things
that He has made], so that they [who fail to believe and trust in Him] are
without excuse and without defense. (Romans 1:20, AMP)
Human nature/soul (carnally minded) is largely based on the seen
realm without much thought or regard for the unseen. Now the mind of
the flesh is death [both now and forever—because it pursues sin]; but the
mind of the Spirit is life and peace [the spiritual well-being that comes
from walking with God—both now and forever]; 7 the mind of the flesh
[with its sinful pursuits] is actively hostile to God. It does not submit itself
to God’s law, since it cannot, (Romans 8:6-7). The word ‘carnal’ in vs. 6
- sarx (Greek) - literally means “human nature”. To be “human nature”
minded is deadly? How so? Because human nature wants to be in charge
— reasonable, logical and do it ourselves.
Human nature is carnally minded and operates in the seen realm which is
based on man’s power, wisdom and experience. The Prophetic Lifestyle is spiritually minded and operates in the unseen and seen realm based on the wisdom
and power of God for every situation. If any of you lacks wisdom [to guide him
through a decision or circumstance], he is to ask of [our benevolent] God, who
gives to everyone generously and without rebuke or blame, and it will be given to
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him. (James 1:5, AMP)
The strength of human nature comes from being in charge, having control,
trust in self and the tangible. The strength of the Prophetic Lifestyle comes from
faith, knowing the Great I Am exists and trusting His love and plan.
Speaking of faith, faith is unseen. Human nature has a hard time with faith
because of this. Why wait on some unseen force when I can make something happen now? This passage of scripture on faith is basically the handbook on the Prophetic Lifestyle: Now faith is the assurance (title deed, confirmation) of things
hoped for (divinely guaranteed), and the evidence of things not seen [the conviction of their reality—faith comprehends as fact what cannot be experienced by
the physical senses]. 2 For by this [kind of] faith the men of old gained [divine]
approval.3 By faith [that is, with an inherent trust and enduring confidence in the
power, wisdom and goodness of God] we understand that the worlds (universe,
ages) were framed and created [formed, put in order, and equipped for their intended purpose] by the word of God, so that what is seen was not made out of
things which are visible. Hebrews 11:1-3 AMP
Let's look a little deeper at this. Now faith is the assurance (title deed, confirmation) of things hoped for (divinely guaranteed): What is hoped for that is divinely guaranteed? Healing, a hope and a future, never being forsaken, His love,
just to name a few. BUT if human nature/soul is in the lead it can and probably
will sabotage these in some way by needing to control. ...and the evidence
{proof} of things not seen [the conviction of their reality—faith comprehends as
fact what cannot be experienced by the physical senses]. Prophetic Lifestyle,
through faith, acknowledges that the unseen realm is as real as the seen. Human
nature/soul has a problem with what cannot be seen and touched.
For by this [kind of] faith the men of old (elders) … (were witnesses to, gave
testimony to). By faith [that is, with an inherent trust and enduring confidence in
the power, wisdom and goodness of God] we understand that the worlds
(universe, ages) were framed and created [formed, put in order, and equipped for
their intended purpose] by the word of God, so that what is seen was not made
out of things which are visible: Prophetic Lifestyle 101: inherent trust and enduring confidence in the power, wisdom and goodness of God - which many times is
unseen. Conclusion: The Prophetic Lifestyle is based on FAITH & Human Nature is based on SELF.
How do we bolster the Prophetic Lifestyle?
1. Acknowledge there is an unseen realm and you were made for this because the
One Who created you built the capacity in you for this lifestyle. 2. pray in
tongues - Ephesians 3:16—May He grant you out of the riches of His glory, to be
strengthened and spiritually energized with power through His Spirit in your inner self, [indwelling your innermost being and personality]. Praying in tongues
strengthens your inner self/spirit so that you can decipher and see the unseen. 1
Corinthians 14:4a—One who speaks in a tongue edifies himself. It takes edifying
ourselves, by building up our spirit, to keep human nature from taking the driver's
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seat.
Here is the current relevance for this article. In 2018, we are currently dealing with the epic fail of human nature/soul in our nation. The chaos is being fueled and driven by the unseen realm and human nature is completely ignorant of
it. This current status tells me we are at the climax of a lifetime. I’m not speaking
of the return of Christ, I’m talking about the Bride of Christ becoming what God
planned for her to be. God's original intent is in effect. It takes an acquaintance
with the unseen to know that and to be a part of it.
(Melissa is administrative assistant at Grace International Church and is also the owner of
Sterling Regard Photography, a professional photography service. You may see some of
her work on Facebook. Her website is: sterlingregardphotography.com)

We should readily
see the utmost importance
of the prophetic ministry in
our generation and join the
apostle Paul in his prayer
in Ephesians 1: 16-19 that
a greater revelation by the
spirit of wisdom and revelation will be upon us in
this hour of great history.
[For I always pray to] the
God of our Lord Jesus
Christ, the Father of glory,
that He may grant you a
spirit of wisdom and revelation [of insight into mysteries and secrets] in the
[deep and intimate] knowledge of Him, by having the
eyes of your heart flooded
with light, so that you can
know and understand the hope to which He has called you, and how
rich is His glorious inheritance in the saints (His set-apart ones),
and [so that you can know and understand] what is the immeasurable
and unlimited and surpassing greatness of His power in and for us who
believe, as demonstrated in the working of His mighty strength, . . .
For us to fulfill what Paul has stated here, we must of necessity
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have the eyes of our heart flooded with "light." That light is nothing
less than the "revelation, insight, and understanding" of the hope of a
future in Christ that awaits us. This is what the prophetic ministry is all
about. We face a generation who are filled with hopelessness. Christ is
our only hope. Therefore, we must prophesy to this generation of His
goodness and greatness, giving them a hope for the future. A hope
of an eternal life and not just the present short one, filled with so much
doubt, fear, and dismal future without Christ.
Why the need of the prophetic ministry today? The great burden
and need that is cast upon the prophetic ministry today is one of
preaching and teaching with a prophetic anointing, thus revealing and
giving prophetic insight and interpreting the divine will and purpose
of God. This revelation knowledge will surely affect both the church
and the world. This has always been the burden of the prophetic ministry
in the Old Testament and now in the New Testament era.
Acts 2:41-47 Tells us that the three thousand souls who are added to
the 120 on the day of Pentecost . . . . Steadfastly persevered, devoting
themselves constantly to the instruction and fellowship of the apostles, to
the breaking of bread, [including the Lord's Supper] and prayers. They
were united and day after day they regularly assembled in the temple
with a united purpose, and in their homes they broke bread . . . with
gladness and simplicity and generous hearts, constantly praising God
and being in favor and goodwill with all the people, and the Lord
kept adding [to their number] daily those who were being saved [from
spiritual death].
Note: They didn't have the New Testament scriptures to go by.
They only had the Old Testament scriptures and the verbal words of
Jesus that the original apostles heard with their own ears. Yet the apostles taught them by way of revelation of what the Old Testament had
said about Christ, and then combining the words of Jesus, they then by
the spirit of wisdom, and revelation saw who Jesus really was. The spirit
of prophecy, wisdom, and revelation was upon their teaching. Flesh and
blood cannot reveal the truth of God's Son! That's why we need the
baptism in the Holy Ghost, so we can preach and teach under the
anointing, with a spirit of prophecy.
Note: Has not the Spirit said that, Every Scripture is God-breathed
(given by His inspiration) and profitable for instruction, for reproof
and conviction of sin, for correction of error and discipline in obedience, [and] for training in righteousness (in holy living, in conformity
to God's will in thought, purpose, and action)? This is so we may be
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complete and proficient, well fitted and thoroughly equipped for every
good work (2 Timothy 3:18-17).
We must have not only the Scriptures, but also revelation of those
words of God, so we can be not only in right standing with God
(righteous), but also live in conformity to His will in our thought life,
and have the same purpose as He does, and put that purpose and will
into action.

It is not only our duty, but also a mandate from the God of the universe to proclaim His Son as the Savior of the world! This prophetic
ministry is vitally needed to awaken the church and the world at large
as to where we are in God's timetable of events. Joel said, "Your sons
and daughters will prophesy." Then let them arise and prophesy! This
generation will fulfill that prophecy for sure.
The prophetic ministry is more than just speaking in other tongues
and giving a “thus says the Lord”. It is being able by the Holy Spirit to
speak prophetically as we preach and teach the gospel of the kingdom, to give spiritual insight while interpreting the divine will and
purpose of God for the church and the world. These things only come
by way of revelation knowledge. Therefore, we urgently need the prophetic ministry to be actively operating in the lives of every believer,
every family, every local church family and ministry.

I bring good news! God in this hour of history is going to release
to this generation a superabundance of spiritual revelation via the
fivefold ministries that has been lacking for far too long in the
church of Jesus Christ. If we are to finish this race with such spiritual maturity, as the apostle Paul has declared that we can and
will, we of necessity must engage the office of the prophet, as
well as all of the other four gifts. All five gifts should be under the
spirit of prophecy when engaged in their ministry giftings. Apostles
in the Bible were noted for their power to perform great miracles,
signs and wonders, but also for their ability to prophesy. Same
goes with the other gifts as well. We must have prophetic evangelists, pastors and teachers, and prophetic prophets too!
(Samuel L. Brassfield is president and co-founder of Harvest International Ministries, Inc.
[HIM], which is a mission, evangelistic and teaching outreach with an apostolic and prophetic foundation, to advance the Kingdom of God. He has authored two books and is in
the process of writing others at this time. Sam and Nancy travel as prophetic conference
speakers and teachers in local churches and conferences each year. They have recently
started a school of ministry in which they take the teaching and training to local churches.
512-525-1001 * sbrassfield1@live.com.)
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There is a noticeable uproar in the nation. When I was a young man there
was a considerable degree of upset in our nation. An elderly lady was interviewed
on the street by a TV reporter. While leaning on her daughter for support, her
only response was, “What are the people thinking?” She was not able to grasp the
thinking behind the mindless actions and rampant abandonment of values and
decency being widely demonstrated in society.
The Psalmist asks a similar question in this fashion: “WHY DO the nations
assemble with commotion [uproar and confusion of voices], and why do the people imagine (meditate upon and devise) an empty scheme?“ (Ps.2:1, Amp) The
Contemporary English Version asks the same question in this manner: “Why do
the nations plot, and why do their people make useless plans?” (Ps.2:1, CEV)
Quite unlike it seems at first glance, it is not a simple, straightforward question. It
is a question being asked because it seems so absurd to the Psalmist that the heathen would attempt to rage against Jahveh, the God of Israel.
When observing words and actions on the whole, the common ground of
those being given so much designed publicity is rage against righteousness. That
bold stance is readily seen today in the fact that when the creative miracle of birth
causes a child to be delivered from the womb with a specific layout of X and/or Y
chromosomes, a teenage girl (a product of public education and the entertainment
industry) publicly scathingly posts on Facebook that a couple, excitedly announcing the birth of their son, had no right to call him a “boy” because “he is not yet
old enough to self-identify his gender”. That young girl did not come up with that
viewpoint all by herself. She is a created parrot, the product of professors and
promoters who are attempting to “throw off all restraint”. (Some of that very
same ilk are attempting to present legislation that will allow a minor to give consent to an adult to have sex with them.) We see here the effectiveness of a propaganda that is self-preserving and is bold in the promotion and protectiveness of its
deadly fallacies. The Amplified version puts it in these terms: “Let us break apart
their [divine] bands [of restraint]…” while The Passion Translation offers this:
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“Let’s come together and break away from the Creator. Once and for all let’s cast
off these controlling chains of God and his Christ!”
Everything akin to that particular value (or lack of value) system will vehemently oppose righteous Jahveh and His Word while they do not have any inkling how erroneous and dangerous they are in the effect of their carnal, sentimental views. It would be wise of us to wake up and assess all that comes through the
media and heed the warning, “If you repeat a lie often enough, it becomes the
truth.” The tool of desensitization through repetition, changing of emphases, attacks upon persons and their convictions has been effectively designed and used
for decades by politicians, the media and the entertainment industry and its effect
is numbingly obvious but should be ground-shakingly stirring.
I am showing these scriptural examples (events which took place in history)
in an attempt to express that what we are witnessing in our lifetime is not a
unique set of circumstances but rather evidence of the human condition when
throwing off the principles of God and His paths of righteousness. I show these
examples also to bring our attention to the fact that whenever there has been a
seeming insurmountable “giant” of opposition to Jahveh and His truth, He has
always broken its back with a move of His Spirit that produced repentance unto
righteousness which toppled the giant. As Dutch Sheets has declared it recently,
“Giants will fall”.
People who have access to microphones and cameras through their office or
celebrity status are putting out a call for people to go into the streets and “lift up
their voices in a roar” to defy and interrupt duly elected officials and due process
of law. The Berean Study Bible says in Acts 19:28 that in order to defend their
economic and power-based position, the Ephesians shouted “Great is Artemis of
the Ephesians!” for two hours nonstop. That is dizzingly, entrancingly fanatical
and ecstatic to say the least. The repetition and shouting was used in cults to get
people into a state of euphoria as a means of manipulation and control. That same
spirit and sense of mindless desperation (v.23-29), or if you require it worded in a
different manner, that same irrational (compare v.32), driving force that was so
vehement in Acts 19 is once again calling for those who wish to throw off all
restraints to lift up their voices in rebellion to the very laws of the land and
openly threaten duly elected and duly appointed officials, including open threats
against the President of the United States.
Verse 32 shows us that they didn’t even agree among themselves upon the
issues at hand. Not all the people could actually tell you why they were out there
angrily yelling at the top of their lungs, because one was saying one thing and
another was saying something else. Yet they were all caught up in a rebellious
frenzy to oppose “the Way” (v.23) and everything it stood for. Paul had preached
the truth of the gospel (the message of “the Way”) and it directly threatened their
operational, economic and power system. The money and the power are grasped
with white-knuckled zealous determination in every generation. They believed
the truth of “the Way” would destroy their system and their hold if they allowed
it to be voiced (v.27). They, somehow, sensed that the message of “the Way”
had the power to even have a worldwide impact. Silencing the voices of the gos-
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pel Paul preached was their only hope of being able to perpetuate their system
and practices.
The chunk of rock the Ephesians worshipped and held so dear became their
rallying cry and rallying point. If this Jupiter (v.35) was such a great god worthy
of worship, why was the religion dedicated to him based on a stone image that
was supposedly thrown down to earth from him? Why would he throw down to
his followers only a chunk of stone to worship? He didn’t even give them a chunk
of silver or a chunk of gold to worship. Why didn’t he give them something that
was alive? All they had to worship was a rock and they absurdly rioted to keep it
in the forefront of the expressions of their culture. (Today, people rioting and
demanding equality of their aberrant lifestyles are not merely wanting permission
to practice them, they are demanding approval of their aberrance.) Actually, it
would not have really mattered what the thing was made out of just as long as
they were allowed to continue to practice their money and power system. The
whole system was holding sway over local government and beyond. They were
using intimidation and economics to maintain their hold. The probability of the
loss of money and control senselessly enraged the creator/adherents of that culture. “The whole city was full of confusion - the common and natural effect of
intemperate zeal for a false religion; it throws all into confusion, dethrones reason, and enthrones passion; and men run together, not only not knowing one another's minds, but not knowing their own.” (Matthew Henry Comm.)
The good news is that we are living in times we should be expectant rather
than dreadful. It was in impossible situations of mounted-up opposition in the
Bible where God moved in and through Israel redeeming the times. (Compare
Eph 5:16; Col 4:5; Rom 13:11) There are people who preach and talk about wanting to see God do miraculous things (but often miracles of personal preference,
not necessarily to advance purposes of God) but they don’t want to experience
the kind of situations or times that God moves awesomely in and where God performs huge, mind-boggling acts. Jahveh allows the powers of darkness to overextend themselves and get out on a limb that can’t support the weight of their presumptions. Then, during the same time period and events, the Holy Spirit must
deal with the people of God to maintain faith. “Then Jesus said to them, ‘Why
are you fearful? Have you lost your faith in me?’ Shocked and shaken, they said
with amazement to one another, ‘Who is this man who has authority over winds
and waves that they obey him?’” (Lk.8:25, TPT) This context plainly communicates to us that fear and dread are not our position but faith and expectancy of
reaching the place our Lord has intended all along is our position and determines
our actions.
Insignificant-shepherd-boy David had no problem sitting on the hillside singing songs to the Lord while birds chirped and the grass gracefully swayed under a
gentle breeze. When the prophet asked for all of Jessie’s sons to be brought before him, Jesse didn’t even consider David. David didn’t even know circumstances existed that threatened the very existence of the nation, let alone that he
would walk over the top of that hill and end up in the middle of them. But neither
did he shrink back from the advancing of the purposes of Jahveh. He not only
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spoke in opposition to the threat, he took action. Dan. 11:32, Amp – “And such
as violate the covenant he shall pervert and seduce with flatteries, but the people
who know their God shall prove themselves strong and shall stand firm and do
exploits [for God].” (1) We know God; (2) we are strong and stand firm and (3)
we shall do exploits for God.
The Corinthians who allowed themselves to be lulled by and drawn into the
philosophies and atmosphere of the culture of their time were shaken by Paul’s
urging. “Awake [from your drunken stupor and return] to sober sense and your
right minds, and sin no more. For some of you have not the knowledge of God
[you are utterly and willfully and disgracefully ignorant, and continue to be so,
lacking the sense of God's presence and all true knowledge of Him]. I say this to
your shame.” But we will not be lethargic or ignorant. We will arise and shine
(Isa.60:1-3) if we give ourselves to God’s Word and apply our decisions and actions in righteousness. I use the terms “actions” and “apply” with reason. Reformation in the church and transformation in society will not take place by some
“magical” swirl of some celestial wand. The sons and daughters of God are participants in their Father’s Kingdom advancing. The classic scriptural requirement
given by Jahveh to “my people” shows that we are participants. “If My people,
who are called by My name, shall humble themselves, pray, seek, crave, and require of necessity My face and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear from
heaven, forgive their sin, and heal their land.” (2Chron.7:14, Amp) There are six
actions required here. It’s not a hint, it’s instruction.
Apostle Jim Hodges wrote this encouragement in the FMCI October 2018 newsletter:
“While the army of Israel, led by King Saul, cowered before the
giant Philistine, Goliath, David volunteered to face him in the valley of
Elah. David reduced his challenge down to one question: "Is there not
a cause?" (I Samuel 17:29 KJV). David knew the answer --- of course
there was a cause!
Scholars point out the word, "cause," can also be translated
"history." The Lord God had a record of fighting for His people when
they walked in His covenantal purpose. He had given Gideon and the
300 a victory over the Midianites who greatly outnumbered his army.
In the valley where the armies of Israel and the Philistines lined up for
warfare, the size of Goliath alone put fear in Saul and Israel.
The eighth son of Jesse, a young shepherd, stepped forth in confidence. He also had a history --- he had earlier taken down a lion and a
bear. Goliath would be taken down, too. Needing just one stone of his
arsenal of five stones, Goliath is on the ground and momentarily he
would lose his head! David was good with a sling shot, but you can't
tell me that God didn't guide the "rock." In one Psalm, David referred
to God as "the God of my rock." America has a history of challenges
and crises, and we have come to another defining moment, a tipping
point. May the Spirit upon David come upon all the followers of
David's greater Son, the Lord Jesus Christ!”
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